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Abstract: The challenge of transitioning from a linear to a circular economy model is still ongoing and
requires the development and application of new knowledge, leading to innovative, technological, and
sustainable processes, products, and services. The evolution of global research on this topic from 2004
to 2019 was studied in this work. For this purpose, a bibliometric analysis of 1366 articles was applied,
producing results on the scientific productivity of the driving agents that most contribute to this theme.
The findings show a growing interest, especially in the last four years, in the study of circular economy
(CE) policies on the environment. The main subject area that articles address is environmental science.
Five research lines have been identified, which mainly study the efficient management of energy
resources and the economic factors that make the CE model possible: Environmental pollution and
agricultural activity; waste management to avoid a negative environmental impact; improvement of
the environmental impact through ecological products; the product life cycle, and the consequences
of climate change. The implementation of CE policies will contribute to making economies less
dependent and unprotected and more competitive. Global research has exhibited an upward trend
during the period analyzed and has grown exponentially since 2015, coinciding with the publication
of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda.

Keywords: circular economy; environment; sustainability; sustainable development goals; waste
management

1. Introduction

In recent years, sustainable economy policies and strategies have allowed for a reduction in the
pressure on the environment [1,2]. Institutions have realized that the linear economic model is part
of the past and have launched actions to reduce waste; promote eco-design; reduce greenhouse gas
emissions; enable a safer supply of raw materials; and encourage competitiveness and innovation,
growth, and employment, among others [3,4].

Prior to this scenario, the economy was based on an extraction–manufacturing–use–disposal
process. The linear economy model, based on the principle of product waste after use, has proven
to be ineffective and unsustainable over time [5]. This circumstance has motivated the emergence
of an alternative model, known as the circular economy (CE) model, which places an emphasis on
the sustainability of the use of natural resources [6]. This economic development system is based
on the reduction, reuse, recovery, and recycling of materials and energy, transforming the linear
flow into circular flows [7,8]. In this way, waste becomes a resource and is reintroduced into the
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production process. CE is key to breaking the link between economic growth and the increased
consumption of natural resources [9–11].

Moreover, implementation of the CE principles entails a large number of benefits for the
environment and society, such as a reduction in the use of resources, a reduction in waste production,
and limitations of energy consumption, and directly enables the prospect of sustainable growth [12–14].

The motivation of this research was to examine the evolution of scientific knowledge based on CE
policies on the environment and sustainability. Accordingly, this study provides a critical analysis of
the research conducted so far and identifies CE actions focused on the environment.

The research in this study refers to the following issues: What has been the distribution of scientific
production? Who are the main agents behind this issue and how are they associated with it? What are
the main research lines? What is the nature of the relationship between the CE indicators and these
lines? How do CE policies influence the environment?

The main objective of this study is to analyze the research trends on the effects of CE policies on the
environment, from the perspective of sustainable growth at a global level, from 2004 to 2019. To obtain
answers to the research questions, a sample of 1366 scientific articles selected from the Elsevier Scopus
database was analyzed. This research work uses the bibliometric method to synthesize a knowledge
base on the selected subject.

The research lines identified mainly study the efficient management of energy resources,
environmental pollution, and agricultural activity; waste management to avoid a negative
environmental impact; improvement of the environmental impact; the life cycle of a product; and the
consequences of climate change.

The results show the contributions of this research line, which has allowed us to identify the main
driving agents and their trends and to reveal certain gaps in the critical knowledge.

2. Background

A literature review provided the background for this topic, in addition to the theoretical and
conceptual frameworks for the research. These include, on the one hand, the theoretical bases and,
on the other, the basic aspects and considerations of the terms and concepts used in the context of
this study.

2.1. Literature Review

The classical concept of economics as a social science refers to the study of how to manage the
available resources to satisfy human needs. Since the planet’s resources are scarce, we are forced to
manage these assets to achieve what we lack. In this way, economic science analyzes the decision-making
of individuals, organizations, and states, in order to allocate these scarce resources [15,16]. It is also in
charge of studying the production process of goods and services, from the extraction of raw materials
to their use by the final consumer, and assigning limited resources [17,18].

The economic model that has been established since the Industrial Revolution is the linear economy,
whose basic principle is the disposal of products after their use. According to this model, all products
have a linear cycle, comprising the extraction of raw materials; processing and transformation into
products; the distribution and sale; the use; and, finally, the disposal as waste [19–21]. In the linear
model (extraction, manufacturing, use, and disposal), there is no recovery or reuse of products, so the
materials that were previously products or merchandise become unusable waste [22].

Throughout history, this intensive use of natural resources has been carried out without analyzing
or foreseeing the environmental impacts and without attempting to reuse resources that are reusable.
This raw waste makes separation and reuse difficult and leads to sanitary landfills, incinerators, or even
uncontrolled abandonment [23,24].

The linear economy model stands out for its inefficiency and unsustainability, since both natural
resources and energy sources are limited, in addition to its negative consequences at the environmental
level [25,26].
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For the reasons stated, and as an alternative to the linear model, a new model has emerged, the CE,
which places an emphasis on repair, recycling, reuse, and reduction, in order to make the economy and
life on the planet more sustainable [27]. In this circular model, the residue becomes a resource [28].

2.2. Framework

After reviewing the literature, a theoretical and conceptual framework was produced in the context
defined for this research. Table 1 shows the main documents examined to focus both frameworks.
These documents allowed the problem, purpose, and objective of the research to be determined,
in addition to providing the key terms required to apply the methodology.

Table 1. Main documents reviewed in the context of the research.

Year Article Title [Reference] Author (s) Journal

2020 Local Environment and the UN Sustainable
Development Goals [29] Agyeman, J. Local Environment

2020

Improving Circular Economy Business
Models: Opportunities for Business and

Innovation: A new framework for
businesses to create a truly circular

economy [30]

Chen, C.-W. Johnson Matthey
Technology Review

2019 Waste hierarchy index for circular economy
in waste management [31]

Pires, A.;
Martinho, G. Waste Management

2018
Relational values in environmental

assessment: the social context of
environmental impact [32]

Grubert, E.
Current Opinion in

Environmental
Sustainability

2018
A perspective on a locally managed

decentralized circular economy for waste
plastic in developing countries [33]

Joshi, C.; Seay, J.;
Banadda, N.

Environmental Progress
and Sustainable Energy

2017
A roadmap towards a circular and

sustainable bioeconomy through waste
valorization [34]

Maina, S.;
Kachrimanidou,
V.; Koutinas, A.

Current Opinion in
Green and Sustainable

Chemistry

2017 Model of sustainable economy in circular
economy [35]

Rutkowska, M.;
Popławski, Ł. Studia i Prace WNEiZ

2014

Are the resource strategies for sustainable
development sustainable? Downside of a
zero-waste society with circular resource

flows [36]

Lee, J.; Pedersen,
A. B.; Thomsen,

M.

Environmental
Technology and

Innovation

2010 Circular agriculture as an important way to
low-carbon economy [37]

Gao, W.-S.; Chen,
Y.-Q.; Dong, W.

Chinese Journal of
Eco-Agriculture

2008 Sustainable growth rates: refining a
measure [38] Ashta, A. Strategic Change

The theoretical principles of the effects of CE policies on the environment are supported by a
set of theoretical bases, so their introduction in both institutions and companies is well-founded.
In this way, the theoretical approach of the stakeholders is established, initially developed by Freeman
in 1984 [39,40]. It is necessary to clarify that, previously, there was a need to disclose the active
contributions of corporate social responsibility. Subsequently, the interest in corporate economic, social,
and environmental responsibility has increased with increasing social demands for organizations
to commit to addressing their negative impacts [41]. In this manner, organizations tend to change
their models to reflect the concepts of responsibility, including economic, environmental, and social
objectives, and the interaction with each of the stakeholders [42,43]; that is, the environmental factor
affects the attitude of the stakeholder as a political opportunity and a claim [44,45].
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Next, the definitions of the basic concepts of this research that will be used in the development of
the study are provided, with the aim of avoiding different interpretations.

The economic concept of the CE model is interrelated with sustainability, and its purpose is to
ensure that the value of products, materials, and resources remains in the economy for as long as
possible, and that the generation of electricity is minimized. This model is the antithesis of the linear
model, and is the intersection of environmental, economic, and social aspects; that is, it is directly
aligned with sustainable development [46–48]. The CE system, supported by the exhaustion of a series
of natural resources and fossil fuels, proposes a society model that optimizes the stocks and flows of
materials, energy, and waste, and its main objective is to ensure the efficient use of resources [49,50].
For this reason, in the context of scarcity and fluctuation in the costs of raw materials, the CE contributes
to the security of supply and to the re-industrialization of the national territory. Therefore, it manages
to convert waste into raw materials, as a paradigm of a future system [51,52].

This development model is based on the mechanisms that govern natural ecosystems, founded
on a long-term management logic and a process of continuous recycling and the reintroduction of
resources in the ecosystem for reuse. Among the requirements for the viability of the model are the
technical and economic compatibility of products and productive activities, in addition to the existence
of a social and institutional structure supported by incentives and including values related to the
environment and sustainability [53,54].

An effective CE system covers the entire production cycle: (i) The search for more sustainable
raw materials and energy sources; (ii) the redesign of more efficient production processes; (iii) the
development of more durable and susceptible products for repair, reuse, and recycling; and (iv) the
development of economically viable and environmentally sustainable business models [55–57].

Therefore, CE translates into an integrated systemic process of the reduction, reuse, recovery,
and recycling of materials and energy. Its objective is to achieve closure of the cycle in all phases
of the value chain; that is, product design and services; production; distribution; maximization of
the useful life of the product; and revitalization of networks of resumption, reuse, remanufacturing,
or recycling [58,59].

In this context, waste refers to any object, material, substance, or element resulting from the
consumption or use of a good in domestic, industrial, commercial, institutional, or service activities,
that is abandoned or rejected, but that is susceptible to the use or transformation of a new good,
with economic value or final disposal [60,61]. Therefore, in a CE, waste enters the production cycle
again as secondary raw material and its use is critical as the main source of reliable raw material [62,63].

This term is directly related to that of recycling, which consists of subjecting waste to a
transformation process to take advantage of it as a resource, without having to resort to the use
of new natural resources. In turn, recycling is a sustainable way of managing and involves reuse [64,65].

In relation to this term, waste management encompasses activities related to the life cycle of waste,
which must receive appropriate treatment so as not to cause a negative environmental impact. The main
phases of waste management include (i) the recovery and collection of waste at the source using
containers; (ii) transportation from the origin to the classification or treatment plant; and (iii) recovery,
elimination, or preparation treatment [66–68].

A key concept in this study is the environment, which, at the United Nations Conference on the
Environment in Stockholm in 1972, was defined as “the set of physical, chemical, biological and social
components capable of causing direct or indirect effects, in a short or long term, about living things
and human activities” [69]. The importance of this term lies in the fact that it is conservation of the
environment that leads to the sustained life of all generations in a given environment and allows future
generations to enjoy the same or better characteristics [70,71]. In this way, the concepts of CE and the
environment are linked.
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On the other hand, it is estimated that the CE can reduce practically all of the waste from some
sectors and from greenhouse gas emissions, thus allowing it to protect the environment and combat
climate change [72,73]. CE policies offer a framework for measures to reduce waste production and
use this material as resources [74,75]. The success of the CE lies in making the most of the value of
biomass resources, and thus contributes towards economic growth, job creation, and environmental
sustainability [76].

3. Data and Methodology

Scientometrics consists of the study and quantitative analysis of scientific production, in order
to investigate the development, structure, dynamics, trends, and relationships of scientific practice.
It is based on the work of D.J. Solla Price and E. Garfield, who created the Institute for Scientific
Information (ISI) in 1960. Later, in 1998, they founded the journal Scientometrics, dedicated to the
study and analysis of scientometrics [77,78].

On the other hand, bibliometrics is considered a part of scientometrics that applies mathematical
and statistical methods to scientific literature to analyse its activity. Initially, it was introduced by
E. Garfield in the middle of the 20th century and since then, it has become widespread in scientific
research and has led to the revision of knowledge in various disciplines during the last decades [79,80].
Thereby, scientometrics and bibliometrics have evolved from reflections on scientific development and
the availability of databases for the researcher. Likewise, the instruments used to measure aspects of
scientific activity are bibliometric indicators, which refer to measures that provide information on the
results of scientific activity in any of its manifestations [81].

In this study, a bibliometric analysis was carried out, which is a method that seeks to identify,
organize, and analyze trends in the research topic. In recent decades, the bibliometric method has
contributed to the revision of scientific knowledge and has been successfully used in various scientific
fields [82–84].

In this sense, the methodology was used to perform a complete search of the Scopus database,
using a search string with the terms “circular economy” and “environment”, in order to examine the
subfields of the title, abstract, and keywords during a period of 16 years, from 2004 to 2019. The sample
of analyzed articles only included scientific articles, both open and non-open access. The final sample
contained a total of 1366 documents. The variables analysed were the year of publication, the subject
area, the journal, the author, the country of affiliation of the author, the institution where the author is
affiliated, and the keywords that define the publication. Figure 1 shows the methodology applied in
relation to the objective of the study.

In this study, the scientific production indicators analysed were the distribution of articles
published during the period analysed and the productivity of authors, countries, and institutions.

The quality indicators used were the count of the number of citations, the Hirsch index (h-index),
and the impact index of the SCImago Journal Rank (SJR), which measures the quality of the scientific
journals included in the Scopus database [85]. In addition, the collaborative structure indicators,
which measure the links between authors, institutions, and countries, were analysed through network
mapping and processing tools for their reliability and suitability in bibliometric analysis [86,87].

In this way, the VOSviewer tool (version 1.6.10., Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands)
allowed us to carry out the following [88]: (i) Co-authorship analysis, for investigating the social
structure of this field of research and evaluating patterns of scientific collaboration [89], and
(ii) co-occurrence analysis, to provide a graphical visualization of potential relationships between the
key concepts represented within the sample articles [90].

The results obtained are useful for researchers, academics, analysts, managers, and other
stakeholders, since scientific activity in this research field was evaluated for the period 2004–2019.
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4. Results and Discussion

Section 4 develops an analysis of scientific production on the subject of study, that is, of the effects
of CE policies on the environment in the time horizon of 2004 to 2019. In addition, it presents an
analysis of the main agents that have developed this field of research, that is, the authors, research
institutions, and countries. Subsequently, the keywords of the article sample that allow us to detect
the research lines carried out are analyzed, and it is shown how they have evolved during the period.
Lastly, this section detects which CE indicators evaluate the different aspects and dimensions of these
research lines, in addition to allowing the identification of the necessary CE policies in different sectors
of the economic spectrum to make CE a cross-cutting issue in the current and future economic model
on a global scale.

4.1. Evolution of Scientific Production

The main characteristics of research examining the implications of CE policies for the environment,
from 2004 to 2019, are shown in Table 2. The time horizon studied is 16 years, so each period analyzed
comprises four years of scientific production.

Interest in this research field has exhibited a growing trend since the first contributions in 2004.
Therefore, in the first period analyzed (2004–2007), 21 articles were published, representing 1.5% of
the total production. In the last period analyzed (2016–2019), 1202 articles were registered (88%).
This evolution in scientific production is reflected in the average number of published articles, since
this value increases from five annual publications, in the first period, to 300, in the last period.
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [91,92], in force since 1 January 2016, coincide with the
first year of the last period analyzed (2016–2019). This is reflected in the number of articles that were
published in these four years, causing a variation percentage of 1067% with respect to the previous
period (2012–2015). This exponential increase in the number of articles in the last period analyzed is
largely due to the need for research alternatives that improve the current and future situation of the
environment. For this reason, in the sample obtained, there are numerous publications that focus on
researching the proper management of resources in an effort to work towards a CE model [93–95].

The rest of the variables experience the same growth trend. The sample obtained included a total
of 4152 authors. The first period (2004–2007) has a total of 47 authors, which is a value that increases in
the following periods. In the 2016–2019 period, the number of authors amounts to 3825, so 92% of the
total sample contributed to the scientific production of this last period. This increase is represented in
the average number of authors per article, since this value increases from 2.2 in the first period, to 3.2
in the last period.

In the first period, seven countries were registered, while in the last period, 81 countries that
make up the total sample collaborated in the scientific production of this four-year period. The period
2012–2015 stands out, due to having the highest percentage of variation (237.5%) when registering the
collaboration of 27 countries.

On the other hand, in the first period studied (2004–2007), a total of five citations were counted,
while in the last period (2016–2019), 13,095 citations were counted, representing 92.7% of the total.
Therefore, the average number of citations per article has increased from five (2008–2011) to 11 citations
per article (2016–2019).

The total number of journals in which the articles have been published is 431. The first period,
with 16 journals, represents 3.7% of the total journals, compared to 85.8% representing the 370 journals
of the last period studied. Finally, the average number of articles published per journal increased from
1.3 to 3.2.

Table 2. Major characteristics of scientific production from 2004 to 2019.

Period A AU C TC TC/A J

2004–2007 21 47 7 5 0 16
2008–2011 40 121 8 180 5 30
2012–2015 103 313 27 842 8 67
2016–2019 1202 3825 81 13,095 11 370

A: number of articles; AU: number of authors; C: number of countries, TC: total citations in articles; TC/A: total
citations per article; J: number of journals.

Figure 2 displays the annual number of articles and the percentage of variation along the studied
time horizon. The blue line, which refers to the number of articles published, represents the increase
in interest that has occurred in this research line. The first year in which the number of articles
exceeded 100 was 2017, with 206 documents. Additionally, 2019 stands out, with 530 articles, as it is
the year with the highest number of contributions. On the other hand, the orange line, which indicates
the percentage of variation in the number of articles, shows the changes experienced in scientific
production throughout the period studied. The highest percentage of growth was experienced in 2012,
with a value of 325%, since the value increased from four items to 17. The second highest value, with
a percentage of variation of 300%, was recorded in 2005, since the figure increased from one to four
posts. Lastly, 2011 stands out for displaying the greatest percentage decrease in the analysed time
horizon (−69%).
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4.2. Analysis of Scientific Production by Subject Area

The Scopus database allows articles to be classified into different subject areas, according to the
object of study and the perspectives of the analysis proposed. In this study, the sample obtained from
1366 articles was classified into a total of 25 thematic areas.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the six main categories in which the articles on the effects of CE
policies on the environment are framed. The most significant subject area is Environmental Sciences,
which covers 966 articles and represents 32% of the total sample. In this category, more than half of
the articles are classified, since there is a direct relationship between the field of study and the subject
area. Energy occupies the second position, with 409 articles (14%). In 2012, it began to be considered
annually as a category related to the topic of study, and from 2018, it managed to establish itself as
the discipline in which the second most articles were framed. In third place, with 380 articles, is the
Engineering subject area. This subject area represents 13% of the total sample, and since 2006, it has
been considered annually.
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The Social Sciences and Business, Management, and Accounting categories occupy the fourth
and fifth position, respectively. These subject areas include 283 and 276 articles, respectively, and
both represent 9% of total scientific production. Finally, in sixth position, is the thematic area of
Economy, Econometrics, and Finance, which includes 165 articles (5%). These six categories account for
2479 articles (82%). It is usual that the number of articles that are grouped into the subject areas exceeds
that of the analysed sample (1366), since each article can be classified into one or more disciplines,
depending on the interest of the authors and the editor of the journal.

4.3. Identification of the Most Prolific Journals

The articles have been published by a total of 431 international journals. Table 3 shows the 20 most
prolific journals, which comprise a total of 697 articles and represent 51% of the total sample. Likewise,
the main characteristics of the journals are detailed, such as the articles published, the h-index of the
journal [96], the quartile to which they belong in the SJR indicator [97], and the country. The main
characteristics of the articles published are also mentioned, such as the total citations received [98],
the average number of citations per article, the h-index, and the period of publication. The country of
these journals varies, although those of European (12) and American (6) origin predominate. The high
percentage of journals (65%) belonging to the first quartile of the SJR indicator stands out.

The Journal of Cleaner Production heads this ranking, and it has the highest number of articles
(178), total citations (4097), and h-index in articles (34). It belongs to the first quartile and has an SJR
indicator of 1.620. The first article published by this journal was “A survey and analysis on public
awareness and performance for promoting circular economy in China: A case study from Tianjin” [99],
in 2009.

The second most prolific journal, Sustainability, has a total of 557 citations and an average of
5.36 citations per article. This journal of Swiss origin, which belongs to the second quartile, has an
h-index of 53 and an SJR indicator of 0.549. The first article was published in 2014, and since then, it
has published 104 articles on this topic. In addition, Sustainability stands out for its great progress
between the last two periods analyzed. Hence, while in the period 2012–2015, it was in position 13,
with two published articles, in 2016–2019, it was in second place, with a total of 102 articles.

Resources Conservation and Recycling is the third journal. It stands out for having the second
highest value in total citations and the highest h-index in articles, with values of 1566 and 26, respectively.
It belongs to the first quartile, with an SJR indicator of 1.541 and an h-index of 103. “Towards a more
Circular Economy: Proposing a framework linking sustainable public procurement and sustainable
business models” [100] is the article in this journal that has received the most citations, with a total
of 161. Position 12 is occupied by Environmental Science and Technology. This journal of American
origin stands out for having the highest h-index (345), average citations per article (46.77), and SJR
indicator (2.514). Furthermore, it is the only journal in the ranking, along with the German Journal of
Material Cycles and Waste Management, that published an article in the first period analyzed (2007).

Likewise, Table 3 indicates whether the journal follows open access or non-open access policy.
Journals with non-open access have also included those that follow a hybrid model; that is, these
magazines offer the possibility of paying to enable open access to certain articles, along with others
that do not, which in general terms is known as open choice. For journals that follow the open access
policy, access to their content does not require a prior subscription; however, authors who decide
to publish in them must pay an article processing charge. On the other hand, the magnitude of the
increase in journal citations will depend on the characteristics of the journal, such as its field, range,
and discipline, as well as trends in similar journals toward open access [101].
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Table 3. The most active journals from 2004 to 2019.

Journal A TC TC/A Ha Hj SJR
(Q) Access Country

R (A)

04–07 08–11 12–15 16–19

Journal of Cleaner
Production 178 4097 23.02 34 150 1.62

(Q1) NOA The
Netherlands 0 1 (3) 1 (9) 1 (166)

Sustainability
Switzerland 104 557 5.36 14 53 0.549

(Q2) OA Switzerland 0 0 13 (2) 2 (102)

Resources
Conservation and

Recycling
91 1566 17.21 26 103 1.541

(Q1) NOA The
Netherlands 0 3 (3) 3 (6) 3 (82)

Waste
Management 48 504 10.50 14 127 1.523

(Q1) NOA UK 0 27 (1) 6 (3) 4 (44)

Procedia
Environmental Sc.
Eng. and Manag.

Management

40 34 0.85 3 3 0.218
(Q3) OA Romania 0 0 56(1) 5 (39)

Journal of
Industrial Ecology 35 826 23.60 19 85 1.486

(Q1) NOA USA 0 2 (3) 4 (4) 6 (28)

Science of The
Total Environment 29 196 6.76 12 205 1.536

(Q1) NOA The
Netherlands 0 0 58 (1) 7 (28)

Journal of
Environmental
Management

24 353 14.71 11 146 1.206
(Q1) NOA USA 0 23 (1) 45 (1) 8 (22)

Environmental
Science and

Pollution
Research

17 111 6.53 7 82 0.828
(Q1) NOA Germany 0 0 34 (1) 9 (16)

Environmental
Engineering and

Management
Journal

15 47 3.13 4 31 0.345
(Q3) NOA Romania 0 0 32 (1) 10 (14)

Acta Ecologica
Sinica 14 34 2.43 4 37 0.197

(Q4) NOA China 0 4 (3) 2 (8) 67 (3)

Environmental
Science and
Technology

Letters

13 608 46.77 6 345 2.514
(Q1) NOA USA 7 (1) 0 5 (3) 19 (9)

Waste
Management and

Research
13 79 6.08 6 66 0.527

(Q2) NOA USA 0 0 14 (2) 15 (11)

ACS Sustainable
Chemistry &
Engineering

12 38 3.17 5 65 1.666
(Q1) NOA USA 0 0 0 11 (12)

International
Journal of Life

Cycle Assessment
12 65 5.42 5 89 1.538

(Q1) NOA Germany 0 0 0 12 (12)

Ecological
Economics 11 268 24.36 7 174 1.767

(Q1) NOA The
Netherlands 0 0 0 13 (11)

Journal of
Material Cycles

and Waste
Management

11 95 8.64 4 33 0.487
(Q2) NOA Germany 10 (1) 0 0 17 (10)

Resources 11 51 4.64 5 19 0.651
(Q2) OA Switzerland 0 0 0 14 (11)

Energies 10 40 4.00 5 64 0.612
(Q1) OA Switzerland 0 0 0 16 (10)

Business Strategy
and The

Environment
9 174 19.33 6 84 2.166

(Q1) NOA USA 0 0 0 18 (9)

A: number of articles; TC: total citations for all articles; TC/A: number of citations per article; Ha: Hirsch-index in
this topic; Hj: Hirsch-index in journal; SJR (Q): Scimago Journal Rank (Quartile); R: rank position by the number of
articles published; OA: Open Access journal; NOA: Non-Open Access journal (include hybrid model).
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4.4. Productivity of the Most Prolific Authors

Table 4 shows the 10 most relevant authors in the scientific production of CE policies on
the environment. The main characteristics, such as published articles, total citations, average citations,
and the h-index, are shown. Authors of European origin, specifically from Spain, stand out for
representing 60% of the total sample. In addition, all of the authors of this ranking have published
articles in the last year analyzed (2019), which indicates that they continue to have great interest in this
research line.

The author who heads Table 4 is Yong Geng and belongs to Tongji University (Shanghai, China).
This Chinese author has the highest number of articles (21), h-index (16), and total citations
(1285). He stands out for being the author with the longest research career, since his first
article—“Implementing China’s circular economy concept at the regional level: A review of progress
in Dalian, China” [102]—was published in 2009.

Pere Fullana, the author who is ranked third, has an h-index of 4 and belongs to the Universitat
Pompeu Fabra Barcelona. This Spanish author, who began publishing on this field of study in the last
period analysed (2016–2019), has managed to rank among the most prolific. In addition, it is interesting
to mention that authors use many forms to sign articles, which is why Scopus does not manage to
gather all of the publications by the same author.

The author Phil Purnell ranks eighth in the Table. This UK author belongs to the University of
Leeds and has eight articles. They stand out for having the third highest value in total citations (141)
and average citations (17.63). Additionally, they have the second-best h-index, with a value of 7.

Finally, it is necessary to highlight that the rest of the authors have similar characteristics. Six belong
to Spain, one to the United Kingdom, and the other to Belgium. All of them have published between
seven and nine articles, have total citations with values in the range of 40–80, and have an h-index of
between 4 and 6.

Table 4. The most active journals from 2004 to 2019.

Author A TC TC/A Institution Country 1st A * Last A * h-Index *

Geng, Y. 21 1285 61.19 Tongji University China 2009 2019 16

Azapagic, A. 9 60 6.67 Department of Chemical Engineering
and Analytical Science UK 2017 2019 5

Fullana, P. 9 43 4.78 Universitat Pompeu Fabra Barcelona Spain 2016 2019 4
Irabien, A. 9 68 7.56 Universidad de Cantabria Spain 2016 2019 5
Aldaco, R. 8 53 6.63 Universidad de Cantabria Spain 2016 2019 5
Dewulf, J. 8 78 9.75 Universiteit Gent Belgium 2017 2019 6

Margallo, M. 8 53 6.63 Universidad de Cantabria Spain 2016 2019 5
Purnell, P. 8 141 17.63 University of Leeds UK 2014 2019 7

Laso, J. 7 48 6.86 Universidad de Cantabria Spain 2016 2019 5
Prieto-Sandoval, V. 7 52 7.43 Tecnun University of Navarra Spain 2016 2019 4

A: number of articles; TC: number of citations; TC/A: number of citations per article; 1st A: first article; Last A: last
article; h-index: Hirsch index; (*): in this research topic.

Figure 4, made with the VOS viewer tool, represents the collaboration network between the
main authors. As can be seen, cooperation is scarce, since of the 150 main authors, only seven have
collaborated for scientific production on this subject [103–105]. These authors share the same country
of origin (Spain): Irabien, Aldaco, Margallo, and Laso from the University of Cantabria; Fullana and
Bala, from the Universitat Pompeu Fabra Barcelona; and Gazulla, from Lavola Cosostenibilidad Rbla.
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4.5. Identification of the Main Research Institutions

The 10 research institutions with the highest scientific production in this research field are
presented in Table 5. All the institutions are of European origin, including Italy (1), The Netherlands
(1), Sweden (3), Finland (1), and Denmark (2), except for two Chinese institutions.

The Chinese Academy of Sciences [106] is the institution that heads Table 5. This Chinese
institution has the highest number of articles (40), total citations (1434), and average citations (35.85).
Furthermore, it is the institution, together with Delft University of Technology, that has the highest
h-index (16). On the other hand, the collaboration rate of this institution is 50%, so 20 articles have
been published with the collaboration of other countries. The high value of total citations in articles
with international collaboration (61.85) stands out, compared to the citations received in national
articles (9.85).

The second position is occupied by Università degli Studi di Catania (Sicily, Italy), due to its high
number of articles (29). This Italian institution has eight citations, an average of 0.28 citations per
article, and an h-index of 2. In addition, it has a collaboration index of 0.07 and does not have any
citations in international articles.

The third position is held by Delft University of Technology (Delft, The Netherlands).
This institution from The Netherlands stands out for its high value in all of the characteristics
related to dating. Furthermore, it is the institution with the second highest number of total citations
(923) and average citations (35.50). It has an average of 39.67 citations in articles with international
co-authorship and 29.82 in national articles.

On the other hand, Lunds Universitet and The International Institute for Industrial Environmental
Economics are the two institutions with the highest index of international collaboration, displaying
values of 77.8% and 81.3%, respectively. Finally, of the 10 institutions analyzed, six have the highest
average number of citations in articles that have been prepared nationally.
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Table 5. Characteristics of the most outstanding institutions.

Institution Country A TC TC/A h-Index IC (%) TCIC TCNIC

Chinese Academy of Sciences China 40 1434 35.85 16 50.0% 61.85 9.85
Università degli Studi di Catania Italy 29 8 0.28 2 6.9% 0.00 0.30
Delft University of Technology The Netherlands 26 923 35.50 16 57.7% 39.67 29.82

Tsinghua University China 24 226 9.42 10 20.8% 11.40 8.89
Lunds Universitet Sweden 18 188 10.44 10 77.8% 9.50 13.75
Aalto University Finland 17 149 8.76 7 47.1% 4.00 13.00

Danmarks Tekniske Universitet Denmark 16 113 7.06 7 43.8% 4.14 9.33
The International Institute for

Industrial Environmental Economics Sweden 16 172 10.75 8 81.3% 9.54 16.00

The Royal Institute of Technology KTH Sweden 15 402 26.80 11 33.3% 48.80 15.80
Aalborg Universitet Denmark 15 95 6.33 10 33.3% 4.60 7.20

A: number of articles; TC: total citations for all articles; TC/A: total citations per article; h-index: Hirsch index for this
research topic; IC: percentage of articles developed with international collaboration; TCIC: number of citations in
articles with international collaboration; TCNIC: number of citations in articles without international collaboration.

4.6. Characteristics of the Most Relevant Countries

Table 6 shows the 10 most prolific countries in relation to published articles. The main characteristics
that define the productivity of these countries are presented, such as the articles published, the total
citations, the h-index, and the period of time in which the articles have been published. The scientific
production of the 10 countries accumulates a total of 1209 articles and represents 88.5% of the total
sample analyzed.

China is the country that tops the ranking, with a total of 258 articles. This Asian country has a
total of 4073 citations, an average of 15.79 citations, and an h-index of 32. It is the country that carried
out the most research in the first period analyzed (2004–2007), with a total of 16 articles, and stands out
for having the articles with the highest number of citations for each period analyzed.

For 2004–2007, with the article “China’s growing CO2 emissions—A race between increasing
consumption and efficiency gains” [107], a total of 408 citations were counted. In the second period
analyzed (2008–2011), the article “Developing country experience with eco-industrial parks: a case
study of the Tianjin Economic-Technological Development Area in China” [108] has 198 citations. In the
third period (2012–2015), with the article “A review of the circular economy in China: Moving from
rhetoric to implementation” [109], 337 total citations were recorded. Finally, in the period 2016–2019,
with the article “A review on circular economy: The expected transition to a balanced interplay of
environmental and economic systems” [110], the total number of citations reached 875.

Italy occupies the second position in Table 6. This country, which has 214 articles, stands out for
its short research career, since the first article published was in 2014. Despite this, in the last period
analyzed, it managed to occupy the first position, with a total of 208 posts.

Table 6. The most relevant countries by number of articles (2004–2019).

Country A TC TC/A h-Index
R (A)

2004–2007 2008–2011 2012–2015 2016–2019

China 258 4073 15.79 32 1 (16) 1 (32) 1 (56) 3 (154)
Italy 214 1729 8.08 21 0 0 4 (6) 1 (208)
UK 168 2734 16.27 27 3 (2) 0 2 (10) 2 (156)

Spain 134 878 6.55 17 0 0 12 (3) 4 (131)
USA 87 1720 19.77 20 6 (1) 3 (3) 5 (6) 6 (77)

Sweden 83 1668 20.10 18 0 8 (1) 13 (3) 5 (79)
The Netherlands 77 1722 22.36 24 0 0 3 (9) 8 (68)

Germany 72 980 13.61 20 0 0 7 (4) 7 (68)
Finland 59 865 14.66 16 0 0 18 (1) 9 (58)
France 57 446 7.82 15 0 0 19 (1) 10 (56)

A: number of articles; TC: total citations for all articles; TC/A: number of citations by article; h-index: Hirsch index
in this research topic; R: rank position by the number of articles published.
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The United Kingdom is the third most prolific country in this research field, with 168 articles and
an average of 16.27 citations. This country has the second highest value in total citations and h-index,
with values of 2734 and 27, respectively. Furthermore, in the last period analyzed, it is positioned as
the second country with the highest scientific production (156).

On the other hand, The Netherlands, in seventh position, stands out for having the highest average
number of citations in Table 6, with a value of 22.36. Finally, France, in last position, is the only country
that does not have the most prolific institutions, journals, or authors.

These 10 countries have contributed to scientific production through articles with national and
international co-authorship. Therefore, Table 7 shows the main data on collaborations between countries.
France has the highest percentage of collaboration, with a value of 68.4%. This country is followed by
countries with very similar values: Finland (64.4%), Germany (63.9%), and the United States (60.9%).
All of the countries listed in Table 7 have the highest average number of citations in articles that were
developed with international collaboration.

China tops the table, with 31 collaborators and a 32% collaboration rate. This country registers the
greatest difference between the average number of citations in national articles (8.09) and international
articles (31.45). The United States, the United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Australia, and The Netherlands
are the main countries that cooperate with China in scientific production.

Italy, in second position, has 32 collaborating countries and a collaboration rate of 33.2%. The main
countries with which it shares co-authorship are Spain, Germany, China, The Netherlands, and France.

On the other hand, the country in the table with the largest number of collaborators (43) is the
United Kingdom. This country has a 48.8% collaboration rate, and its main collaborators are China,
Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, and Australia.

Table 7. The most prolific countries and international collaboration (2004–2019).

Country NC Main Collaborators IC (%)
TC/A

IC NIC

China 31 USA, UK, Hong Kong, Australia, The Netherlands 32.9% 31.45 8.09
Italy 32 Spain, Germany, China, The Netherlands, France 33.2% 16.07 4.11
UK 43 China, Germany, The Netherlands, Spain, Australia 48.8% 19.23 13.45

Spain 23 Italy, Portugal, USA, Germany, UK 44.0% 8.08 5.35
USA 33 China, Spain, France, UK, Finland 60.9% 24.30 12.71

Sweden 30 Finland, The Netherlands, UK, Denmark, Italy 55.4% 25.72 13.11
The Netherlands 27 China, UK, Germany, Italy, Sweden 59.7% 26.65 16.00

Germany 27 UK, Italy, Finland, The Netherlands, Spain 63.9% 16.91 7.77
Finland 24 Germany, Sweden, USA, China, Denmark 64.4% 17.11 10.24
France 32 USA, Italy, The Netherlands, Canada, Germany 68.4% 8.21 7.00

NC: number of collaborators; IC (%): percentage of articles made with international collaboration; TC/A: number of
citations by article; IC: number of citations by articles with international collaboration; NIC: number of citations by
articles without international collaboration.

Figure 5 shows the international collaborations between the most prolific countries. The colors of
the circles differentiate the different collaboration groups, the size, and the scientific production of
each country. The total number of countries shown in the cooperation map based on the co-authorship
of their authors is 37, and all of them have a minimum of seven publications on the subject of study.
VOS viewer software grouped them into six clusters.

The first cluster (blue) is led by China. The scientific production that this collaboration group
represents is 395 articles and it displays a percentage of 28.9% of the total sample analyzed. This cluster
includes Canada, Australia, Mexico, Hong Kong, and Japan.

The second cluster (red) is led by the United Kingdom, along with the United States. This group,
which is the most numerous, is made up of Cyprus, Portugal, the Czech Republic, Greece, Norway,
Poland, Slovenia, and Spain. This group includes 10 countries and 533 articles and represents 39% of
the total research activity.
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On the other hand, Italy leads the smallest group 3 (cyan) of collaboration. This cluster is made
up of Russia and Romania. The three countries exhibit a total of 253 articles, which represents 18.5% of
the total sample analyzed.

The fourth cluster (purple) is made up of Brazil, Chile, India, and Turkey. These countries display
68 articles and represent 5% of the total sample.

Sweden, Finland, and Denmark lead the fifth cluster (green). This collaborative group includes
Estonia, Ireland, Austria, Lithuania, and Ukraine. Among the eight countries, 257 articles are
concentrated and represent 18.8% of the research activity.

Finally, the sixth cluster (yellow) is made up of Belgium, France, Germany, The Netherlands,
Switzerland, and Taiwan. The total number of articles published by these six countries is 277, which
represents 20.3% of the total scientific production.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 29 
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4.7. Analysis of Keywords

The sample of 1366 articles contains a total of 8966 keywords. Table 8 shows the 20 most used
keywords in this research. These terms express the object of study of the articles, so their analysis allows
information about the interests that have been generated throughout this research line to be obtained.

In the first study period (2004–2008), the keywords Circular Economy and Sustainable Development
were already used. However, the articles were focused on highlighting the problems derived from
climate change, the waste generated, and pollution, among others. For this reason, the need to research
processes that would improve the environmental situation of society led to the use of other keywords,
such as Environmental Protection, Conservation of Natural Resources, and Ecosystem Management.
Hence, in this first period, many of the 20 keywords collected in Table 8 (Decision Making, Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA), Environmental Management, etc.) are not considered.

The keyword that leads the ranking is Circular Economy, and this is because the search carried out
includes this term. For this reason, most of the research that has been carried out is framed in this field
of study. Sustainable Development, in 406 articles, occupies the second position. This term has been
considered throughout the analysis time horizon, and its high number of occurrences has placed it in
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the second position in all periods, except for 2008–2011, during which it occupied the third position.
Recycling, the third keyword in the ranking, appears for the first time in the 2008–2011 period, is used
in a total of 343 documents, and represents 25.1% of the total sample analyzed. The latest keyword
was Waste Disposal, since it was used for the first time in the third period analyzed (2012–2015).

Table 8. Main keywords from 2004 to 2019.

Keyword
2004–2019 2004–2007 2008–2011 2012–2015 2016–2019

A % R (A) % R (A) % R (A) % R (A) %

Circular Economy 861 63.0% 1 (12) 57.1% 1 (25) 62.5% 1 (53) 51.5% 1 (771) 64.1%
Sustainable Development 406 29.7% 2 (7) 33.3% 3 (12) 30.0% 2 (32) 31.1% 2 (355) 29.5%

Recycling 343 25.1% 0 0.0% 11 (6) 15.0% 5 (26) 25.2% 3 (311) 25.9%
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 283 20.7% 0 0.0% 292 (1) 2.5% 9 (13) 12.6% 4 (269) 22.4%

Waste Management 259 19.0% 19 (2) 9.5% 78 (2) 5.0% 10 (13) 12.6% 5 (242) 20.1%
Environmental Impact 245 17.9% 71 (1) 4.8% 18 (4) 10.0% 12 (11) 10.7% 6 (229) 19.1%

Sustainability 239 17.5% 119 (1) 4.8% 74 (2) 5.0% 6 (15) 14.6% 7 (221) 18.4%
Economics 190 13.9% 12 (2) 9.5% 13 (5) 12.5% 4 (26) 25.2% 9 (157) 13.1%
Life Cycle 187 13.7% 0 0.0% 291 (1) 2.5% 20 (8) 7.8% 8 (178) 14.8%

Environmental Economics 163 11.9% 14 (2) 9.5% 4 (8) 20.0% 8 (13) 12.6% 10 (140) 11.6%
Life Cycle Analysis 128 9.4% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 21 (8) 7.8% 11 (120) 10.0%

China 121 8.9% 3 (6) 28.6% 2 (20) 50.0% 3 (31) 30.1% 23 (64) 5.3%
Environmental Protection 116 8.5% 9 (3) 14.3% 5 (8) 20.0% 7 (14) 13.6% 14 (91) 7.6%

Human 116 8.5% 16 (2) 9.5% 52 (2) 5.0% 28 (6) 5.8% 12 (106) 8.8%
Environmental Management 113 8.3% 0 0.0% 14 (5) 12.5% 14 (10) 9.7% 13 (98) 8.2%

Decision Making 91 6.7% 0 0.0% 142 (1) 2.5% 31 (5) 4.9% 15 (85) 7.1%
Waste Disposal 87 6.4% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 61 (4) 3.9% 16 (83) 6.9%

Industrial Economics 86 6.3% 0 0.0% 28 (3) 7.5% 25 (7) 6.8% 18 (76) 6.3%
Economic and Social Effects 83 6.1% 0 0.0% 179 (1) 2.5% 33 (5) 4.9% 17 (77) 6.4%

Economic Analysis 82 6.0% 56 (1) 4.8% 177 (1) 2.5% 13 (10) 9.7% 20 (70) 5.8%

A: number of articles; R: rank position by the number of articles published; %: percentage of the total articles of
the period.

Figure 6 represents the main keywords used throughout the period studied (2004–2019).
Five clusters that refer to different research lines are recognized.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 29 
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The first cluster (red) is represented by the concepts of Circular Economy, Sustainable Development,
and Economics. This line examines the efficient management of energy resources and economic
conditions. Some of the most common terms in this group are Energy Utilization, Energy Efficiency,
Eco-efficiency, Economic Analysis, and Economic and Social Effects. In addition, among the keywords,
China, the United Kingdom, and Spain were spotted.

The second cluster (green) is directly related to pollution and agricultural activity. Among the
terms used are Agricultural Waste, Biomass, Soil Pollution, and Water Treatment. In this case, the cluster
is associated with Europe.

The third cluster (blue) is directed by the term Recycling, and brings together, among others, the
concepts of Electronic Waste, Waste Disposal, Waste Management, Municipal Solid Waste, and Plastic,
so it refers to the management of waste that is generated. Furthermore, it is associated with the
European Union, Italy, and The Netherlands.

The fourth cluster (yellow) is led by the term Environmental Impact. This research line uses the
terms Eco-design, Product Design, Remanufacturing, Reuse, etc., so it focuses on the research line that
studies how to improve the environmental impact through respectful products.

Finally, the fifth cluster (purple) focuses on the life cycle and climate change. In this research line,
Gas Emissions, Carbon Footprint, Carbon Dioxide, Emission Control, and Greenhouse Effect are the
most widely used terms. The only country associated with this research line is Denmark.

To obtain the first concepts used in this research field and analyze the maturity in the period
2004–2019, Figure 7 is presented. Mainly, three periods can be highlighted: 2004–2015, 2016–2018,
and 2019. From 2004 to 2015, the research was focused on planning a sustainable economy and
clean production that respects natural resources [111,112]. In this period, constant reference was
made to the countries of the world and the possibility of improving the situation through efficient
regional management.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 29 
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In the 2016–2018 period, the articles focus on correct waste management, recycling, or sustainable
development. In other words, the contributions focus on responding to environmental needs [113–115].
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Finally, in 2019, which is the last year considered in the study, new areas are introduced, such as
the economic conditions for the implementation of more sustainable processes or social responsibility,
which are decisive variables for improving the current and future situation [116,117].

4.8. Analysis of the CE Indicators and Research Lines: Generation of CE Policies

Table 9 indicates the thematic areas and indicators used in the European Union to monitor progress
towards a CE and its relationship with the clusters or research lines detected in Figure 6. New indicators
are currently being developed, mainly related to green public procurement and food waste. All these
indicators have been developed by Eurostat; the Joint Research Center (JRC); the General Directorate
for the Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship, and SMEs (DG GROW); and the European Patent
Office [118]. The set of indicators that can be extrapolated to the rest of the world’s regions has been
considered, in order to identify how each of the five research lines detected globally is linked to
these indicators.

The monitoring of the thematic area “A. Production and consumption” includes four indicators
related to the self-sufficiency of raw materials for production by region, green public procurement
(financial indicator), waste generation (consumption indicator), and food waste. This phase includes
the reduction of waste by both households and economic sectors. This circumstance must lead to a
self-sufficiency of raw materials selected for production in the long term.

Increased recycling is essential for transformation to the CE. Hence, the “B. Waste management”
thematic area is made up of indicators related to recycling rates and specific waste flows, such as
packaging or biologicals. This area studies the waste that is recycled and returned to the economic
cycle to continue adding value.

In relation to the third thematic area, “C. Secondary raw materials”, it includes indicators on
the contribution of recycled materials to the demand for raw materials, and trade in recyclable raw
materials between countries. In this sense, to close the cycle, the material and products must be
reintroduced into the economy. In this way, these recycled materials replace the extracted natural
resources, reduce the environmental footprint of production and consumption, and increase the security
of the future supply of raw materials.

Finally, the thematic area “D. Competitiveness and innovation” groups together indicators that
measure private investment, employment, and gross value added, in addition to patents related to
recycling and secondary raw materials. In other words, this area understands that the CE contributes
to employability and growth.

The literature review has allowed us to identify which indicator is monitored by each cluster.
Thereby, cluster 1, which is dedicated to the analysis of the efficient management of energy resources
and economic conditions, is measured by all of the indicators [119].

Likewise, cluster 2, which examines pollution and agricultural activity, is monitored by indicators
A (1, 3, and 4), B (2 and 5), and C (1) [120].

On the other hand, cluster 3, which studies how waste is managed, is measured by indicators A
(1), B (1 to 5), C (1 and 3), and D (1 and 2) [121].

As for cluster 4, which analyses how to improve the environmental impact through respectful
products, it is monitored by indicators A (2, 3, and 4), B (1, 3, and 6), C (2), and D (1 and 2) [122].

Finally, cluster 5, which studies the life cycle and climate change, is measured by indicators A (1),
B (1 to 6), and C (2 and 3) [123].
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Table 9. Circular economy (CE) indicators for the environment.

Thematic Area Indicator Cluster *

A.
Production and
Consumption

A.1 Self-sufficiency for raw materials by region 1—2—5
A.2 Generation of municipal waste per capita 1—4

A.3 Generation of waste excluding major mineral
wastes per GDP unit 1—2—4

A.4 Generation of waste excluding major mineral
wastes per domestic material consumption 1—2—4

B.
Waste
Management

B.1 Recycling rate of municipal waste 1—3—4—5

B.2 Recycling rate of all waste excluding major
mineral waste 1—2—3—5

B.3 Recycling rate of packaging waste by type of
packaging 1—3—4—5

B.4 Recycling rate of e-waste 1—3—5
B.5 Recycling of biowaste 1—2—3—5

B.6 Recovery rate of construction and
demolition waste 1—3—4—5

C. Secondary Raw
Materials

C.1
Contribution of recycled materials to raw
materials demand end-of-life recycling input
rates (EOL—RIR)

1—2—3

C.2 Circular material use rate 1—4—5
C.3 Trade in recyclable raw materials 1—3—5

D. Competitiveness
and Innovation

D.1 Private investments—Jobs and gross value
added related to CE sectors 1—3—4

D.2 Patents related to recycling and secondary
raw materials 1—3—4

(*) see in Figure 6.

Likewise, Figure 7, which shows the evolution of keywords, that is, of research lines, is related to
the indicators in Table 9. Hence, the period 2004–2015, dedicated to planning a sustainable economy
and a clean production that respects natural resources, was monitored by the indicators of thematic
area A (production and consumption) [124].

The second period, 2016–2018, added the monitoring of indicators of thematic areas B (waste
management) and C (secondary raw materials), which begins with the initiative promoted by the
United Nations of the SDGs and which is engaged in waste management, recycling, and sustainable
development [125].

Finally, in 2019, the monitoring of indicators in thematic area D (competitiveness and innovation)
is added, since in this period, the research tends to analyze the economic conditions required for the
implementation of more sustainable processes or social responsibility [126].

For this, CE policies should contribute to making economies less dependent and vulnerable,
and more competitive, thus contributing to the SDGs. It is necessary to work on (1) reducing the
national consumption of materials in relation to GDP; (2) decreasing the generation of waste; (3)
reducing the generation of food waste in any food chain; (4) increasing reuse and preparing for reuse;
(5) improving efficiency in the use of water; (6) reducing the emission of greenhouse gases in the waste
sector; (7) and promoting specific training in CE areas, adapting the skills and abilities of workers
to new market demands, in addition to adapting the corporate culture to the principles of corporate
social responsibility.

In other words, CE policies that include economic policy, taxation, employment, R&D,
consumption, industrial policy, water, agriculture, and development in rural areas should be
implemented. On the other hand, these actions must allow companies to be efficient without incurring
excessive burdens, improving their productivity, ability to contract, research, and opportunities
for internationalization.
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Likewise, the study has identified, in the CE strategy of a transversal nature, a set of key sectors in
which to apply these CE policies, such as the agriculture, construction, industrial, textile, and fishing
and forestry industries. In short, the CE represents an opportunity to develop an industry aimed at
recycling and reducing the extraction of materials and raw materials.

These actions are linked to the main international initiatives in the environmental field, such as
the 2030 Agenda for sustainable development [127], the Paris Agreement on climate change [128],
the postulates of the European Green Pact [129], and the Action Plans of the European Commission,
on this matter [130,131].

Although the CE is global and should be applied to all economic sectors, the importance of the
environmental sector is key, due to its transversality and ability to influence other sectors as a catalyst
for economic activity.

Likewise, it is necessary to implement policies in the agriculture sector, which accounts for almost
70% of global water consumption [132]. It is estimated that in 2050, it will be necessary to increase
the demand for this resource by more than 50%, in order to maintain the food needs of the world’s
growing population [133,134]. Agricultural water needs could decrease by avoiding transportation
losses, applying precision irrigation techniques, and reducing food waste, as CE actions. Drinking
water is a limited resource that should be optimized for use. Governments must respond to this
growing demand, for example, by implementing inexorable regulatory requirements in the food chain.

The CE must still overcome much reluctance, problems, and barriers of different kinds to become
a widely adopted system. Some of the obstacles to overcome are (i) political and regulatory barriers:
A lack of support and encouragement from governments through the possibility of financing, training,
effective tax policies, etc.; (ii) cultural acceptance barriers: The lack of environmental awareness among
suppliers and customers is a discouraging factor for rolling out the circular economy; (iii) access to
finance and economic barriers: The cost of new green innovation and business models is one of the
main barriers to adopting sustainability practices for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs); and
(iv) technological and infrastructure barriers: The lack of competence, knowledge, and technical skills
is another cause of the slow development and expansion of the CE [15,58,72,132].

5. Conclusions

The objective of this study was to analyze the research trends on CE policies on the environment
and growth from the perspective of sustainable growth at a global level during the 2004–2019 period.
For this, a bibliometric analysis of 1366 articles obtained from the Elsevier Scopus database was
conducted. The main agents that contribute to the research theme have been identified, including
the authors, institutions, countries, and journals, in addition to the subject areas that the articles are
associated with.

The number of scientific articles during the period 2004–2019 increased, especially in the last four
years, when 1202 articles were published, representing 88% of the total contributions on this research
topic, linked to the appearance of the SDGs for the 2030 Agenda in 2015. Likewise, the main subject
area has been Environmental Science, since it groups 32% of the articles, followed by Energy with 14%
and Engineering with 13%. Moreover, the most productive journals on the research topic have been
the Journal of Cleaner Production and Sustainability, with 178 and 104 articles published, respectively.
Furthermore, 65% of the journals are positioned in the first quartile (Q1) of Scopus.

On other hand, the Chinese researcher Geng, Y., from Tongji University, is the author with the
most articles published (21), the most citations (1285), the best average number of citations per article
(61.19), and the highest h-index (16). The most prolific institution in this area of research is the Chinese
Academy of Science, with 40 published articles, 1434 citations, and an average of 35.85 citations
per article. As for the main countries that have made an effort in this research field, in order of
importance, they are China, Italy, and the United Kingdom. In addition, China is the country with the
most collaborations in scientific production on this research topic, with 31 collaborators and a 32%
collaboration rate.
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Five research lines developed from 2004 to 2019 have been identified, which mainly study the
following: (1) The efficient management of energy resources and the economic factors that make the
CE model possible; (2) environmental pollution and agricultural activity (as a fundamental basis for
self-sufficient development and the wealth of regions); (3) waste management to avoid a negative
environmental impact; (4) improvement of the environmental impact through ecological products; and
(5) the product life cycle and the consequences of climate change.

Likewise, it has been detected that the implementation of CE policies that include economic policy,
taxes, employment, R&D, consumption, industrial policy, water, agriculture, and development in rural
areas will contribute to making economies less dependent and unprotected, and more competitive,
thus contributing to the SDGs.

This study has presented an analysis of the scientific production and the main actors that
stimulated the investigation of policies of the circular economy and sustainable growth, during the
period 2004–2019, as well as the identification of lines of investigation and their transformation.
The evolution in this field of research has been identified from the morphology of the groups of
authors, institutions, countries, and keywords, as well as the intensity of the relationships within them.
The results obtained are complementary to the knowledge on the circular economy and sustainable
growth and can allow the relationship between science and technology to be established and inform
the decision-making process.

This work has some limitations, which could be the basis for future research. Among these,
the applied bibliometric analysis is a quantitative one, so this methodology could be extended with
other quantitative or qualitative tools, in order to look for a different panorama of this research.
Furthermore, this study only focuses on articles published in scientific journals, so future research
should include other types of documents, in order to analyze the impact it has on the results. Moreover,
in future bibliometric analyses, different areas of this discipline could be researched.

The study has shown that scientific activity on CE policies on the environment has captured the
interest of the scientific and academic community, with a general interest in the global dissemination
of the results of the articles, leading to technical progress.

Lastly, it is necessary to indicate that the solid social and economic motives that underlie the
principles of the CE require that the debate be raised on a crucial aspect that, taking into account the
reality of the current world scenario, acquires special relevance, such as defining the speed at which
the transition to new paradigms, business models, and attitudes of social behavior should develop.

In turn, this reality requires defining not only the economic cost of said transition, but also its
social cost. The cost of the transition may include investments in assets and new material and digital
infrastructures, as well as in research, specialized training, assistance to promote the market penetration
of new products, and transitional support to affected sectors.

Training and awareness are key factors in any process of change, and in the previous points, you
can see two main areas in which such training is key—culture, and technology and infrastructure.

In both, with proper education, awareness, and training, people can help generate a change in
the way of thinking of society and also train managers, technicians, and others to be aware of the
opportunities, benefits, and advantages that the CE provides to both businesses and the sustainability
of the planet. Clear changes in these two areas will surely bring about others at a political and legislative
level, as well as those of economic powers, so that the circle will close and the CE will start to roll
with force.
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